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 1 Eastern Iowa Health Center (EIHC) is the gateway
Each year, EIHC doctors deliver 90% of Medicaid babies. Almost 200 of those babies live in the 
52404 zip code. With EIHC's help, spark*5 will identify single, first-time moms who participate in 
Medicaid and who live in the 52404 zip code and invite them to participate.
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 2 A spark*5 Connector will meet first-time moms, explain benefits, and offer the opportunity to 
participate at no cost. The Connector will be an expert in what spark*5 can accomplish, but he/she will 
also have personal experience in challenges expectant moms face. He/she will be a trusted partner.
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 4 spark*5 Navigators at service agencies will work with each caregiver to ensure she 
is receiving the service she needs and benefiting from it.

The Navigators and Connectors will work with each caregiver before her baby is born 
until her child enters kindergarten.
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 6 The child enters kindergarten ready to learn at age level. And as the caregiver launches her child 
into school, she is ready to seize improved employment prospects, access financial planning, 
increase her annual earnings, and parent more effectively.
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 7 The spark*5 network will collect data. 
We will gather information on the effort, 
progress, and success of spark*5 
participants to identify best practices, 
provide a cycle for continuous 
improvement, and grow the impact of 
the initiative.

Measurements of effectiveness
Parents: Measures include mental health and connectedness 
screenings and Self-Sufficiency Matrix progress
Children: Ages and Stages Questionnaire, which measures 
development across multiple domains
System: Shared measures of implementation, collaborative 
activity, and correlations between interventions and outcomes
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When the child reaches preschool age, spark*5 will ensure a preschool slot is available at a high 
quality center focused on kindergarten readiness. Conversations are currently taking place with school 
districts and Headstart, about providing preschool for spark*5 participants.

At the same time, spark*5 will work with the caregiver to enhance education or job skills,
so she experiences improved odds of success and landing a better job.
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 3 The Connector will assess the caregiver's unique needs and desires. The Connector will help the 
caregiver reach existing services in our community that can help resolve her particular challenges. 
Many of these services will be provided by United Way partner agencies offering help in housing, 
financial counseling, and mental health services. There will be no duplication of effort.
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